
Dylan Dalmatian 
Dylan is a smart and soulful tween but a bit of a worrier. The dutiful first-born 
boy of his high-powered mother, he’s now at that age where he longs to break 
out and be his own dog.  He has a deep desire to prove himself, and believes 
he can help save the world as a scientist and explorer.  If he can make the 
crazy domestic ecosystem of the Dalmatian Street household function, why 
not the whole planet? 
Dylan is a big thinker with a poetic side, who has personally figured out many 
of the processes, routines and gadgets needed to make the house work.  He 
works closely with his apprentice and first mate Dawkins, the prodigiously 
gifted young engineering expert, to actually make these ideas happen.
Dylan takes pride in his responsiblities and is often left to do the chores. He is 
natually cautious with an compulsion for heath and safety with nicknames like 
'Captain Saftey Pants' and 'Captain Clean Up'!

Dolly Dalmatian 

Confident, optimistic and daring, Dolly often leaps without looking, talks 
without thinking loves to learn new tricks on her skateboard.  She’s a natural 
jock: physically gifted and highly competitive.  Her trigger word is ‘can’t’ and 
she never says no to a challenge―but she often takes things too far. Her goals 
change daily but always revolve around doing something bigger, faster or 
crazier than ever before.  Gregarious and hyper-social, she thrives on the 
company of her friends and siblings and feels lost and insecure when she’s 
alone.
Dolly is her Dad’s top dog. Dolly’s approach to puppy care is distinctly “paws-
off”, so she often causes as many headaches for her brother as the younger 
pups.  Dolly has two BFF’s outside the dotty household, Roxy the Rottweiler 
and Snowball the Pomeranian.

Delilah Dalmatian (Mum) 

Top medical specialist Mum (Delilah) works alongside the clueless Doctor 
Dave, who didn’t really know what he was doing until this doggy doc showed 
up.  Mum takes her career very seriously because she’s an over-achiever with 
a high-stakes job but she is never too busy for her 'sweeties' back home.

Doug Dalmatian (Dad)

Caring, sharing Dad (Doug) is full of love and there’s always enough to go 
round and is an expert at dealing out kisses and hugs. 
Dad works at the Fire and Rescue Department and between his job and the 
chaos of having 99 kids back home, Doug is constantly putting out fires left, 
right and center! 

Triple D - Destiny  Dalmatian 

Stars of TV commercials, magazine ads and you-tube videos, these doggy 
divas never fail to remind everyone that they’re now the family’s biggest 
earners.

Destiny- The intelligent one who cares about what’s going on in the world. 

Triple D - Dallas  Dalmatian

Stars of TV commercials, magazine ads and you-tube videos, these doggy 
divas never fail to remind everyone that they’re now the family’s biggest 
earners.

Dallas- The superficial one who adores being pampered but ‘don’t touch the 
fur!’

Triple D - Déjà Vu  Dalmatian

Stars of TV commercials, magazine ads and you-tube videos, these doggy 
divas never fail to remind everyone that they’re now the family’s biggest 
earners. 

Déjà Vu- She's on a slightly different planet and copies everything her sisters 
do.  



Dawkins Dalmatian

Dawkins is Dylan’s first mate, lead gadget boy, and the chief engineer of the 
house but sometimes, being seen as Dylan's sidekick can really start to grind 
his gears. He may be a total logic hound who doesn't get emotions, but he's 
very attached to his space doll Princess Positron. Dolly and Dylan often dash 
off leaving him in charge and lumbered with the pups - 'Oh kibbles!'

Diesel Dalmatian

Diesel is a rough and tumble young pup who's obsessed with digging, he may 
not be the smartest, but he was blessed at birth with the most amazing sense 
of smell. Dylan is a little jealous of his younger bro's natural talent.

Dizzy and Dee Dee Dalmatian

These sweet, affectionate, naive young pups idolise their big sis Dolly and will 
follow her anywhere. Even if it’s into trouble! Okay, especially if it’s into 
trouble. Girl jocks in-training, they’re curious, energetic and up-for anything. 

Dorothy Dalmatian 

Dorothy is the youngest and sweetest puppy of them all, so young that she 
doesn’t even have any spots yet. Wide-eyed and innocent, she brings out 
everyone’s protective instincts, especially Dylan’s, and is capable of uniting the 
family during times of strife. But watch out, she can’t help chewing things, 
toys, furniture and tails!

Deepak Dalmatian 

Deepak strives for peace and calm for all dog-kind and is usually in search of 
his inner cat but on the inside he is the most stressed pup! Deepak tries to find 
clarity and relaxation through meditation but is destined to a life of mess and 
chaos (with his 98 siblings). 

Dante Dalmatian 

Dante is an eternal pessimist who always predicts doom and gloom. He 
always thinks the end of the world is nigh and occasionally, he's right. Almost. 
But usually, he's just disappointed when his apocalyptic predictions don't 
come true. 

Da Vinci Dalmatian 

A paw print street artist with a style all her own, Da Vinci sees the world 
differently from other dogs. She may be hip and urban, but at heart, she's a 
sensitive pup and a dreamer with soul, integrity and a unique point of view.



DJ Dalmatian

Musical prodigy, DJ and rhythm master. He has an array of instruments for 
every possible occasion and he's even been known to break out the keyboard 
for extra cheesy moments.

Delgado Dalmatian 

Delgado is the fastest dog in the family with wheels replacing his hind legs. 
He talks fast, thinks fast, sleeps fast, loves sport and looks up to his big sister 
Dolly big time. Meanwhile, he'll do anything to avoid playing Dylan's favourite 
geeky board game, "Poodle Wolf - Quest for the Golden Chew Toy". It's just 
not his speed.

Clarissa Corgi 

Clarissa is the Dalmatian family’s snooty next-door neighbour, who likes to spy
on the ‘ruff raff’ and get them in trouble with her human, Hugo. She always
keeps the puppies’ balls and chew toys when they stray over the fence… which
is often. Her best frenemies are Arabella Shih Tzu and Prunella Pug who
secretly enjoy the uncouth antics of Clarissa’s neighbours!

Prunella Pug and Arabella Shih Tzu

Prunella and Arabella are Clarissa Corgi’s snooty best friends, and just like 
Clarissa, these posh, pampered pals are quick to look down thier snouts and 
pass judgement on the Dalmatians. But for fear of missing out, Clarissa's 
fickle sidekicks would drop her in an instant at the chance of having fun.

Constantin Cat 

Next door at 99 Dalmatian Street lives pompus cat, Constantin. He craves 
peace, quiet and dignity, but he is ritually robbed of all three on a daily basis 
due to his dotty dog neighbours.  Constantin enjoys hosting zen parties and 
yoga sessions for his fellow feline friends and Deepak, his spotty protégé. He 
lives a minimlist lifestyle in a sharp contrast to his messy neighbours.

Fergus Fox 

Irish charmer, Fergus, is Dylan’s best non-dalmatain friend and is part of the 
infamous ‘Canal Crew’. Savvy and streetwise he likes to take Dylan for a walk 
on his wild side and generally get up to all sorts of mischief. 

Sid Squirrel 

Sid is a NUT NUT NUT obsessed cheeky cockney trickster and a member of the 
'Canal Crew' along with Fergus Fox and Big Fee Rat. Sid is the King of Parkour 
with an erratic fixation on nuts which can send him into a twitching frenzy and 
often gets himself and others around him in to a great deal of trouble. 



Big Fee Rat 

Witty and articulate peddler about town, 'Canal Crew' member, Big Fee can 
get you anything for, well, a big fee. Information, goodies, take your pick... just 
pay her in shiney things, ring pulls, old coins, the shinier the better!

Pearl Police Horse 

Pearl is a no-nonsense local London copper, she’s strong and ambitious but 
most importantly a firm believer in justice and is not afraid to step in to any 
situation to uphold it. She ensures that the pups are kept in check but is also a 
fierce protector of the Dalmatian Family and would do anything to warrant 
their safety.

Roxy Rottweiler 

Dolly’s BFF number one, Roxy may be a super slobbery Rottweiler on the 
outside, but she’s 100% girly-girl on the inside.  Sweet-natured, overly 
emotional and loyal, she believes Dolly can do no wrong and willingly follows 
her into any and all scrapes. With a bad case of ‘only dog’ syndrome, Roxy just 
adores hanging with Dolly and her furry, fun-lovin’ fam!

Snowball Pomeranian 

Dolly’s second BFF Snowball is a pampered Pomeranian with nerves of steel.  
She may look like a powder puff but she’s got more guts than Dolly and Roxy 
put together. Her pet Stanislav is the only thing holding her back from saying it 
how it is… literally with a leash! 

Hansel Husky 

Blue-eyed and dreamy, hunky Hansel is always leaving Dolly tongue tied. 
Flirtacious, cool and popular, Hansel is blissfully unaware that he is Dolly's 
crush. He also shares a love of the arts with his poetry buddy Dylan and enjoys 
getting into character in the roleplay board game, Poodlewolf.


